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About This Game

When Lordpriest Cux seizes the resort planet Scrota-II, an artificially-intelligent armored robotic icosahedron is dispatched on a
desperate mission to stop him. Take control of the most overpowered and heartless killing machine in the galaxy. Launch

yourself like a bullet through 33 levels of intense physics-based combat and brutal platforming challenges in this unique and
violent arcade-style adventure.

-Learn to control the MegaDrive and leap across vast distances
-Use bullet time to coordinate precision jumps and chain your kills

-Activate power-ups to unleash hell upon anyone nearby
-Electrifying retro-future soundtrack
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Title: Ballistic
Genre: Action, Adventure, Casual, Indie
Developer:
Electrovore
Publisher:
Electrovore
Release Date: 20 Feb, 2017

 b4d347fde0 

Minimum:

Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system

OS: Windows 7 64-bit

Processor: Quad-core Intel or AMD processor, 2.5 GHz or faster

Memory: 8 GB RAM

Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce 470 GTX or AMD Radeon 6870 HD series card or higher

DirectX: Version 11

Storage: 9 GB available space

English
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creepy asf guys...god. Super hard, it is a cute puzzel game overall. The star system is kinda ♥♥♥♥♥♥♥t but whatever.. Bit
Blaster XL, another spacecraft shooting game. So your job is shoot every enemies that appear in your monitor to obtain a point
(leaderboard available).

+Simple but suitable for waste your boring time.
+Nice soundtrack (especially in main menu)
+17 Steam Achievements and 5 Steam Trading Cards are available
+It's cheap, especially with discount coupon.

Recommended: 6/10. I mean.. it's not bad at all for someone's first attempt at creating a visual novel, but it could have been
better executed. There's hardly any plot, the twist is not worth it and there is no build-up to it because of how short everything
is. The characters are uninteresting - well, I mean, how much development can a character with the short life of five minutes
even get - and things that could have been visually conveyed through simple drawings were not, so laziness was a thing at work
here as well. How can you be lazy with a game that takes ten minutes to complete? If I made a game that was ten minutes long,
I'd want to make it the fullest game I can. This is mostly the reason why I put 'do not recommend'. This is just hardly an
experience at all. As I said, dear developer, you can do great things but you just didn't this time.. I love this software is really
easy to learn...
Is a good choice to start making sprite animations and is really smooth and powerful!

9/10 recommended :D. pretty good game. The Forgotten Forest, developed by Dylan Wentz, is one of many RPGMaker games
purchasable on Steam\u2026 but if you\u2019re looking for a scary and (or) dramatic experience crafted on this engine,
I\u2019d say you\u2019re better off looking elsewhere.

You play as Rebecca, a simple girl leading a simple life. With her mother\u2019s death, she finds comfort in her father, who
seems more than capable of raising a child. But, as the story quickly unfolds, that\u2019s where things go downhill; not just for
our protagonists, but for the game as a whole.

You see, The Forgotten Forest is anything but subtle. Almost instantly, in the midst of a school day, Rebecca\u2019s class is
greeted by a strange old woman whom none of the children know. She proceeds to tell the students of a cursed forest
nearby\u2026 and that\u2019s it. That intro alone sums up the style of this game\u2019s story.

It\u2019s very random.

Plot twists and conflicts will just spring out of nowhere, and before you can blink, something else has already happened. For
example, after Rebecca returns from school, she sits down with her father. Only seconds into their meal and there\u2019s a
crash at the door. The father explains that he owes some men money, or something.

My reaction: \u201c\u2026\u2026 ok\u2026..?\u201d

After escaping the house and running off into the woods, that is where our game begins.

Now, there really isn\u2019t too much to say about gameplay. You collect items, solve puzzles, and that\u2019s about it; pretty
standard for most RPGMaker games. But your objective throughout these puzzles is not always clear. It got to the point where
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I\u2019d collected 10 random puzzle items and I had no idea what to do with any of them.

Oh, but there is one thing that really, really pisses me off: Cheap Deaths. They. Are. Everywhere. I must\u2019ve died at least
ten times due to completely random scenarios that were unavoidable.

The game has heart, I know so, but I just don\u2019t think it\u2019s worth your time or money. However, I believe this dev is
totally capable of making something great, had there been a little more time and effort put in. But until then, we\u2019ll just
have to wait and see.. A solid visual novel with well designed characters, an interesting premise and a fantastic sound track. I
had not played too far, but I expect it to be a good story.
A bit problem: you can play all 4 chapters right from beginning, so I am affraid of "spoilers".
And another one: where is the sound tracks.
IWANTITRIGHTNOW!. Kusarigama is just the best. Its like an unlimited ammo, but short ranged weapon. With a little
practice you can be headshotting stuff repeatedly with fair precision or just swinging it around in large arcs decapitating
everything. Its really fun and satisfying to whip around and cause mayhem.

The claws are also pretty cool but I found myself not needing them as long as I have Kusarigama-san at my side.

Who needs guns when you have Kusarigama?
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This game is absolutely horrifying. My initial expectations for this were average. After playing visage and white day:a labrynth
called school I thought I'd be okay playing this... While the other two are each unbearably scary in there own right. Visage
makes you paranoid beyond belief as to where white days innocent appearance coupled with the variety of scare tactics used
with it's sound design make them each very potent nightmare fuel. This game also has a special trait...making you PANIC. The
atmosphere is very oppressive so you always have your guard up and never feel safe even at the beginning you feel unease.
Gameplay has a feel of visage,P.T,layers of fear and a touch of Outlast in terms of mechanics. In terms of visuals the game is
great I'd never thought someone would put so much details into things like frozen pizza boxes before. Most of the time I felt like
I was stumbling from one point to the next with no idea how I got to certain points. It's very well crafted with the theme and
makes you feel like a desperate hunted animal.

TL,DR: ive been hiding under the bed (in game) for about 20 minutes because listening to something scurry around franticly is
panic inducing.. Steam is full of 'Classic' games but seldom few are 'Classics' - Pharoah, however, is one of them. I remember
investing many hundreds of hours into my CD copy of this game, and it is just as flawless now as it was then. The game itself is
one of the best city simulators devised and anyone who is a fan of stratagy management, city building or ancient civilisations
should play this game. I am also pleased to say that the Steam version here runs amazingly well if you turn Game Speed down to
70% and Scroll Speed down to 60%. All in all one of the best games you can buy on Steam right now.

9.5/10. The best beta I ever bought.. I bought this game during the Easter sale and man, did I not anticipate to have this much
fun in a game. Battle royales have always have had the same issues for me- long unrewarding matches (if you lose), toxic
communities, and micro transactions to the max. None of these are present here. Matches are short- you don't feel super
invested and devastated if you lose. The longer you're alive gives you more DNA for the next animal you want to become. Its
addicting in that "I can get one more game in before I need to sleep" kind of way. I love it as my fiance can get into the game as
she gets motion sick in any game that utilizes a camera. There is skill to be gained in this game- I feel I get better after every
night of playing this. My only complaint would be the item drop rates. They released lightsabers- 85 hours in, still no lightsaber.
They have a trade up system for items, but it doesn't help when you barely get items playing this game. In hindsight, the low
drop rates means that diehards will still get rewards as they play (that I'll eventually become, if I'm not there yet already) Get the
founders pack as a donation to the devs- they work hard at bringing constant updates to the game.. lol get it on sale, its ok at
best. Yellow: The Yellow Artefact was as enjoyable as wiping the toilet seat after someone had a massive accident. Yes Yellow
Everywhere. The urination in this case is from a scam artist who goes under two various aliases. 20 levels where the objective is
that you have to get a key and then unlock a door to move on to the next level. There are coins in each level, but they serve
ZERO purpose, so instead it pays to ignore them. Your given three hearts each level meaning that you can just walk through two
traps or enemies on each level to get through the levels faster and since your given limited invincibility each time you touch an
enemy, if you time it right you can just walk through a handful of enemies. Hence it is possible to finish the whole entire game
in under 2 minutes at which you will be treated to a blue screen of death which is probably an in-house joke from the scammer
that you've just been messing around with this yellow mistake of his.

Unfinished product, unsuitable game design, false legitimate developer names, outrageous $1.00 request, and even previous 1%
sales to increase publicity by getting the game to be in the steam search recommendation more, amongst other underhanded sly
techniques, reveals only a fraudster. Hopefully this review will wipe this yellow smudge off steam's toilet seat once and for all.

Below is the entire game to settle your curiosity...

https://youtu.be/hVQJT6jLB6k

If you enjoyed reading this review please subscribe to my curator page. Thanks...

http://store.steampowered.com/curator/6843548/. A very nice game!. I had to a ton of fixes to play this game. One involving
data files from some random person that I'm sure voids any relevance to Cossacks Iogging hours to my steam account.

Beyond technical issues that almost make it impossible to play, this game is a gem. A complete gem. If you like Ultimate
Generals Gettysburg, this will be a real treat. I've been playing this more than Cossacks 3.
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